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Agenda
Today’s discussion will focus on: 

• The realities of recycling today.

• The changes that occurred following the market disruption of 2018.

• The importance of developing markets for commodities generated at MRFs.

• And a  detailed look at what can be done to fix recycling in New York
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What happened?
Events in 2018 set off a number of cataclysmic events in the world of recycling:

• Recyclables were a global commodity.

• Operation Green Fence – China’s early efforts to limit contamination of 
imported recyclables.

• National Sword - China imposed significant import restrictions in early 2018.

• Low energy prices.

• Increased cost of transportation due to e-logs which restricted trucking.

• Tariffs and other trade barriers.



Understanding what happened…





No markets…no recycling.



No markets…no recycling.



The current state of recycling

Recycling is facing many challenges:  

• Economically
• Regulatory
• Public trust





The myths & realities 
of recycling



The myths and realities of recycling…

Myth

• Recycling is free

Reality

• Recycling costs a lot of money.

• Today, recycling costs more than 
disposal.

• Economics have been disrupted.



The myths and realities of recycling…

Myth

• Everything can be recycled

Reality

• Not everything can be recycled.

• When there are no markets there is 
no recycling.

• “Wishcycling” is a big problem.



The myths and realities of recycling…

Myth

• Single Stream Recycling 
is dead.

Reality

• Single stream is alive and well 
where there is  processing 
capacity to segregate the 
materials.



The myths and realities of recycling…

Myth

• Recycling is good for the 
environment.

Reality

• Recycling is good for the 
environment.

• Doing the right thing, may be the 
most expensive thing.



The myths and realities of recycling…

Myth

• Glass is an excellent packaging 
material that can be, and should be 
recycled.

Reality

• Agree, however…

• Glass contaminates neighboring 
recyclables.

• Glass is hard on processing 
equipment.

• There is a “right” way to recycle 
glass.

• Markets for glass must be expanded 
(road base, drainage, etc.)



Fixing Recycling in 
New York
Finding solutions for rural, suburban, and urban New York



Improving Recycling in New York
Develop markets for recycling commodities



Improving Recycling in New York
Encourage the development and the investment in infrastructure for recycling 
and solid waste management.

Encourage investment in infrastructure:

• Grants

• Bonus depreciation

• Tax breaks/Tax Credits/Tax incentives



Improving Recycling in New York
Enhance Education Programs

• Understand the critical role of the recycling coordinator in educating the 
public.

• Develop educational videos that match the needs of our “Zoom” culture. 

• Create school curriculum using on line and video resources.

• Continue to use the NYS-DEC and the Recycle Right campaign.

• Recycle Right stakeholder Meeting Friday October 23, 2020 at 2 PM
• Please contact Lisa Danielle Ruggero at ldrugger@syr.edu for information



Improving Recycling in New York
A legislative agenda needs to be part of improving recycling in NY

- Fixing the bottle bill 



Improving Recycling in New York
Modernize the Bottle Bill

The goals of this effort should be to:
• Improve recycling rates across New York
• Improve the quality of glass recycling
• Improve the quality of recyclables being produced at recycling centers
• Promote reliable markets for the recyclables generated within the State
• Protect the investment that processors have made in recycling infrastructure
• Protect the revenue stream that the State of New York has and wants to 

enhance from the deposit bill.
• Protect employees of processing facilities.





Improving Recycling in New York
Form a regional Task Force with public and private sector participation to 
address on going challenges and evolving solutions for recycling including:

• Development of markets

• Ways to reduce consumer packaging that generates solid waste.

• Strategies for improving the efficacy of state, municipal and local solid waste 
recycling infrastructures and systems

• Development of programs that are helpful to all of New York (rural, suburban, 
and urban)



Improving Recycling in New York

• Improve the bidding and RFP process.

• Realize how the private –public partnership can benefit the consumer.



“Like all contracts, the best MRF processing contract is one that clearly recognizes 
and protects the interests of both sides and that results in an agreement that both 
sides would consider fair. ”



Conclusions
There is no “silver bullet” or simple solution to the current situation.

• Solutions will not be easy.

• Solution will affect many stakeholders.

• Some measures may be drastic but they are necessary to fix recycling.

The situation is always changing and we need to adopt and evolve.



The bottom line…

Recycling works when all stakeholders --
municipalities, recyclers, brand owners, industrial 
consumers, manufacturers, regulators, and others –
work together, to identify solutions to the ever-
changing list of consumer products entering the 
recycling stream while also ensuring that we meet the 
needs of the industrial consumer, at the end of the 
chain, to ensure a quality commodity product.  

This is the ONLY way that recycling works.


